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big Lena LIVE Tour 2011
Nine concerts in Germany's largest cities - the big Lena LIVE Tour 2011. The winner of the
"Eurovision Song Contest" 2010 appears once more for her fans before she takes to the stage in
Düsseldorf on May 14th to defend the European music crown.
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Lena can draw on material from two successful albums during the concerts. Both Lena's first
album "My Cassette Player" as well as her current disc "Good News" shot right to the top of the
charts. With the release of "Good News", the 19 year old also set a very special record: no less
than five singles made it into the charts, among them the winning title from the "Eurovision Song
Contest" heats, "Taken By A Stranger", which Lena will perform in Düsseldorf. Since the charts
began, no other artist has achieved such a feat.
Along with "Taken By A Stranger", the audience can also look forward to the top hit "Satellite".
Furthermore, a top-quality stage design, spectacular lighting effects and breathtaking dancers
also await the audience. The tour begins today in the o2 World in Berlin, and the grand finale is on
April 29th in Cologne.
Opening acts from Germany will provide handmade music: at the first six concerts, the Bremen
pop-rock band "kleinstadthelden" will get the audience into the right mood, while the remainder of
the concerts will see the boys from the indie-pop band "Mikroboy" from Berlin taking over that
duty. Both of the bands already enjoyed success at the Bundesvision Song Contest 2010.
The Lena LIVE Tour 2011 is organized by BRAINPOOL Artist & Content Services GmbH.
Tickets are available at www.lena-meyer-landrut.de.
13.04. Berlin | o2 World
14.04. Hannover | TUI-Arena
15.04. Frankfurt/M. | Festhalle
19.04. Dortmund | Westfalenhalle
20.04. Hamburg | o2 World
21.04. Leipzig | Leipzig Arena
27.04. München | Olympiahalle
28.04. Stuttgart | Schleyer-Halle
29.04. Köln | Lanxess Arena
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